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[1] We performed a series of laboratory experiments on the interactions between
turbulent wave boundary layers and a predominantly silt-sized sediment bed. Under a
wide range of wave conditions similar to those observed on storm-dominated midshelf
environments we produced quasi-steady high-density benthic suspensions. These
suspensions were turbulent, while containing large near-bed concentrations of suspended
sediment (17–80 g/L), and were separated from the upper water column by a lutocline.
Detailed measurements of the vertical structure of velocity, turbulence, and sediment
concentration revealed that the wave boundary layer, while typically >1 cm thick
in sediment-free conditions, was reduced substantially in size, often to <3 mm, with
the addition of suspendible sediment. This likely resulted from sediment-induced
stratification that limited vertical mixing of momentum. Despite boundary layer
reduction the flows were able to support high-density suspensions as thick as 8 cm
because turbulent energy was transported upward from this thin but highly energetic
near-bed region. Standard formulations of the Richardson number for shear flows are
not applicable to our experiments since the suspensions were supported from
transported rather than locally produced turbulence. INDEX TERMS: 3022 Marine Geology
and Geophysics: Marine sediments—processes and transport; 4211 Oceanography: General: Benthic
boundary layers; 4558 Oceanography: Physical: Sediment transport; 4560 Oceanography: Physical: Surface
waves and tides (1255); 4568 Oceanography: Physical: Turbulence, diffusion, and mixing processes;
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budget
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1. Introduction
[2] Several recent studies have documented high-density
benthic suspensions (HDS), often referred to as fluid mud,
on wave-dominated continental shelves during storm con-
ditions (e.g., Eel shelf, California [Ogston et al., 2000;
Traykovski et al., 2000]). HDS typically have sediment
concentrations in excess of 10 g/L and are defined by the
presence of a lutocline, a sharp break in concentration
separating the suspension from the clear fluid above. It
has been argued that the formation and stabilization of HDS
in storm-dominated shelf environments are genetically
linked to the dynamics and size of the wave boundary layer
[Friedrichs et al., 2000; Wright et al., 2001]. HDS, when
advected by a current or by the force of gravity, might be
responsible for most of the cross-shelf sediment transport
and strata formation on the Eel shelf [Traykovski et al.,
2000].
[3] Despite recent field studies the dynamics of HDS
remain unclear because detailed quantitative measurements
in a turbulent wave boundary layer in the presence of high
concentrations of suspended sediment are difficult. A lab-
oratory flume provides an opportunity to make visual and
quantitative measurements of HDS under controlled
conditions. Unfortunately, little work has been done on
turbulent wave boundary layers over a silt-sized sediment
bed in the laboratory, despite the fact that several authors
call upon the need to test formulations for these environ-
ments under more realistic conditions [e.g.,Maa and Mehta,
1987; Traykovski et al., 2000; Vinzon and Mehta, 1998;
Winterwerp, 2001]. Most laboratory studies that have pro-
duced turbulent wave boundary layers have done so in the
absence of sediment that was fine enough to be easily
suspended [e.g., Hino et al., 1983; Jensen et al., 1989].
Laboratory experiments that have used finer sediment
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typically have used clay-sized sediment and examined small
waves (i.e., wave heights <10 cm and wave periods <1 s)
that did not produce fully turbulent boundary layers [e.g.,
Maa and Mehta, 1987]. In some investigations, waves were
substituted by oscillatory shear in annular flumes [e.g.,
Winterwerp and Kranenburg, 1997], which has a different
vertical profile of turbulence than well-developed wave
boundary layers.
[4] More recently, M. P. Lamb and J. D. Parsons (High-
density suspensions formed under waves, submitted to
Journal of Sedimentary Research, 2004, hereinafter referred
to as Lamb and Parsons, submitted manuscript, 2004)
presented an experimental study on turbulent wave bound-
ary layers over silt-dominated beds. They found that HDS
formed over a wide range of wave conditions (Table 1).
HDS had depth-averaged concentrations Cave of 6–25 g/L,
heights H of 2–8 cm, and depth-averaged mean grain sizes
D50 of 21–62 mm (Table 1). HDS were separated from the
upper water column by a lutocline (Figure 1). HDS formed
after 10 min of wave forcing, after which they did not
significantly change concentration, grain size, or thickness
for the duration of each experiment (90 min), such that
they were considered quasi-steady.
[5] In response to the need for laboratory data we
performed a series of 15 freshwater experiments (F1–F15)
and 15 sediment experiments (S1–S15) to characterize the
wave boundary layer over an immobile false floor and over
a silt-sized sediment bed, respectively. The sediment experi-
ments presented here are the same experiments as those
presented by Lamb and Parsons (submitted manuscript,
2004), which revealed the formation of HDS. Lamb and
Parsons (submitted manuscript, 2004) presented measure-
ments of the bed morphology and suspended sediment
concentration and grain size inside HDS. Here we present
new data on the vertical structure of velocity and turbulence
inside HDS, which are used to construct a turbulent kinetic
energy budget and to further elucidate the mechanics of
high-density suspension formation. This data set will be
compared to 15 new experiments (F1–F15) performed in
the same facility under the same wave conditions but this
time with no sediment.
2. Experimental Setup
[6] The experimental wave apparatus (Figure 2) is a
sealed U tube capable of producing turbulent wave bound-
ary layers under near-sinusoidal one-dimensional (1-D)
horizontal oscillations with periods of 3–8 s and orbital
velocities of 15–60 cm/s (Table 1). The U tube does not
produce true orbital motions, which are typical under surface
gravity waves near a free surface; rather, it produces one-
dimensional, horizontally oscillating flow, which is typical
of surface gravity wave motions near a fixed boundary (e.g.,
the seabed). For the freshwater experiments the Plexiglas
false floor was roughened by fastening 120-grit sand paper
(roughness 0.1 mm), making the bottom boundary layer
larger than the side boundary layers. For the sediment
experiments the false floor was removed and replaced with
a 10–15 cm thick sediment bed (silica flour) with a mean
particle size of 20 mm. The predominantly silt-sized
mixture contained about 10% clay (D < 3.9 mm) and
20% sand (D > 63 mm). These wave and bed conditions
are comparable to those observed during large storms in
midshelf environments (e.g., Eel shelf [Drake and
Cacchione, 1985; Ogston et al., 2000; Traykovski et al.,
2000; Wheatcroft and Borgeld, 2000]). During an experi-
ment, flow samples used for concentration and grain size
measurements were taken with a rake of 11 vertically
stacked siphons (Lamb and Parsons, submitted manuscript,
Table 1. Sediment Experimentsa
Experiment
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15
Uorb, cm/s 21.7 23.8 28.3 30.3 31.9 37.2 41.1 30.6 33.5 44.6 55.0 52.3 40.6 38.0 38.2
Tw, s 5.97 7.67 5.85 4.29 7.55 5.90 7.54 6.12 4.94 4.90 5.65 4.22 5.95 4.97 4.28
Cave, g/L n/a n/a n/a 6.0 6.4 8.9 9.2 7.8 14.0 16.0 20.1 20.8 21.0 25.0 25.4
Cbed, g/L 3.2 7.1 10.7 17.3 20.5 22.3 24.7 29.1 33.8 47.0 50.1 53.3 50.8 73.9 80.7
H, cm no HDS no HDS no HDS 7.80 7.34 6.83 7.17 7.05 5.11 3.13 3.78 3.88 3.33 4.72 4.65
D50, mm n/a n/a n/a 21.20 33.63 25.01 34.43 34.33 35.81 66.32 36.57 48.35 60.75 59.05 61.61
h, cm 0.86 1.22 0.20 1.30 0.60 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.65 0.75 plane 1.10 0.43 0.68 0.75
dbl, cm 2.49 0.95 1.04 ? 1.63 0.80 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3
aMeasured values are from the 15 sediment experiments. The experiments were numbered from lowest to highest sediment concentration. Experiments
S1–S3 did not produce definable high-density suspension (HDS). For experiments S7–S15, no boundary layers were measured. We assume that this was
because the boundary layers were <3 mm in size, which was beyond the resolution of our instrumentation. Refer to the notation section for symbol
definitions.
Figure 1. Photograph of the high-density suspension from
experiment S9. The sediment was white. The lighting was
from below and at an angle to maximize the visibility of the
high-density suspension (HDS). Note the strong turbulent
deformation in the suspension and the patchiness of the
suspended sediment. The actual patchiness was greater than
what appears in the photograph because of motion and
smearing during the exposure time.
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2004). Fifteen different orbital velocity-period combina-
tions were used such that each freshwater experiment had a
corresponding sediment experiment with nearly identical
wave conditions (e.g., experiment F3 corresponds with S3
(Tables 1 and 2)).
[7] A micro–acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) was
mounted near the center of the test section (Figure 2). This
instrument was used to measure the streamwise, cross-
stream, and vertical components of velocity. The mount
allowed the ADV to be adjusted vertically so that profiles
of 12 points in the vertical dimension were taken for
each experiment. Each point was sampled at 50 Hz for
5 min. The ADV has a small sampling volume (0.07 cm3)
and is able to make accurate measurements of velocity
(±1%) and its vertical position from a solid boundary
(±1 mm) when it is at least 3 mm away from the solid
boundary. However, reliable velocity measurements are not
possible when the sampling volume is closer than 3 mm
from the bed. This is unfortunate since this region was
often a significant portion of the wave boundary layer. A
vertical scale on the ADV mount provided a second
measure of the vertical position, which also had an error
of 1 mm based on repeated measurements. For the
freshwater experiments both measures of vertical position
were in good agreement. Unfortunately, the ADV was not
able to detect its position with respect to the bed for the
sediment experiments. The high concentrations of sus-
pended sediment near the boundary likely obscured the
peak in reflectance, making the distance to the boundary
indeterminate. Therefore vertical elevations of the ADV
above the bed were measured from the vertical scale on the
ADV mount.
[8] Ripples commonly formed on the bed during the
sediment experiments (Lamb and Parsons, submitted man-
uscript, 2004). While the position of the ADV had an
absolute error of 1 mm, locating the position of the bed
with respect to the ADV proved more difficult because of
the ripples. The position of the bed only could be located
Figure 2. Schematic of experimental U tube in (top) plan view and (bottom) side view. The test section
was completely sealed except for inlets into the two end tanks. The left end tank served as a standpipe
with a free surface. In the right end tank a piston oscillated vertically, driving horizontal oscillations in the
test section. Honeycomb between the end tanks and the test section minimized turbulent contamination in
the test section from the end tanks. A rack of siphons and an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) were
mounted near the center of the test section and were used to make flow measurements. The false floor
was removed for the sediment experiments for placement of a sediment bed.
Table 2. Freshwater Experimentsa
Experiment
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15
Uorb, cm/s 22.9 25.4 27.0 34.1 33.0 37.6 43.3 32.2 32.3 45.2 57.1 52.5 41.2 39.2 39.2
Tw, s 5.95 7.53 6.09 4.12 7.43 5.89 7.64 6.02 5.13 4.95 5.79 4.31 6.01 4.98 4.32
dbl, cm 0.99 1.31 1.18 0.96 1.38 1.24 1.64 1.18 1.13 1.56 1.18 1.10 1.39 1.13 1.02
dgm, cm 0.89 1.17 1.04 0.92 1.44 1.32 1.84 1.19 1.05 1.33 1.84 1.35 1.45 1.19 1.06
u
*
, cm/s 0.40 0.69 0.60 0.68 0.89 0.85 1.21 0.83 0.78 1.32 1.48 1.34 1.11 1.03 1.00
u
*gm
, cm/s 2.30 2.39 2.61 3.40 2.97 3.44 3.69 3.02 3.12 4.13 4.87 4.78 3.69 3.67 3.77
aMeasured and computed values are from the 15 freshwater experiments. The experiments were numbered to correspond to the sediment experiments
with the same wave conditions (Uorb and Tw). Refer to the notation section for symbol definitions. The modeled boundary layer height dgm was computed
from ku
*gm
Tw/2p for comparison with the measured boundary layer height dbl, where k is Von Karman’s constant (0.41). The bed shear velocity u*gm was
computed from the wave boundary layer model of Grant and Madsen [1979] using a roughness length of 1.5 mm (for best fit with dbl). An approximate
near-bed shear velocity u
*
was estimated as (tA/r)1/2 from the points taken closest to the bed from each experiment for comparison with u*gm; u* was
expected to be less than u
*gm
because our measurements were still a significant distance above the constant stress portion of the boundary layer.
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from visual estimates on the side of the U tube, but the
ADV and siphons were located in the center of the U tube.
The actual bed elevation underneath the instruments was
assumed to be equivalent to the elevation of the bed at the
side of the U tube where visual measurements were made.
The average heights of the ripples for each experiment
(Table 1) were used as an estimate of the vertical error.
3. Data Analysis
[9] Velocity data were collected using the ADV where
each point in space consisted of a time series of velocity
measurements in the x, y, and z directions; x is the stream-
wise dimension, y is the cross-stream dimension, and z is the
vertical dimension, with positive being upward. The
corresponding velocities in the x, y, and z directions are
defined as u, v, and w, respectively. The ends of the time
series data were cropped, so that each time series record
contained complete wave cycles. Each velocity point is a
function of its position in the vertical dimension and time t,
or u(z, t).
3.1. Separating Waves and Turbulence
[10] Separating wave orbital motions from turbulent fluc-
tuations is difficult when there is not a large spectral gap
between the frequencies of the wave motions and the
turbulent fluctuations (Figure 3). Some methods make use
of an independent measure of orbital velocity by using a
separate pressure sensor [Pepper and Stone, 2002] or
velocity sensor [Shaw and Trowbridge, 2001; Trowbridge,
1998]. Such instrumentation was not available in these
experiments. Consequently, the orbital motions were sepa-
rated from the turbulent fluctuations using a tenth-order
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1.25 Hz
(Figure 4). Similar techniques with a 1 Hz [Foster et al.,
2000] and a 2 Hz [Smyth et al., 2002] cutoff frequency have
been used. The total velocity u(z, t) was separated into the
mean motions U(z, t) and the corresponding turbulent
fluctuations u0(z, t), where u(z, t) = U(z, t) + u0(z, t).
3.2. Orbital Motions
[11] Once the turbulent fluctuations were removed from
the data, several characteristic values of the orbital motion
were calculated from the velocity time series. A vertically
dependent maximum orbital velocity was calculated as
U0(z) =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Urms(z), where Urms is the root-mean-square of
U. The free stream maximum orbital velocity, herein re-
ferred to as the orbital velocity (Uorb), was defined as the
vertical average of U0(z) for z > 10 cm, so that all points
were in the free stream (i.e., not in the boundary layer). The
wave period (Tw) was calculated as the average time
between every other zero crossing in the velocity data.
3.3. Turbulent Motions
3.3.1. Turbulent Kinetic Energy
[12] The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) was calculated
for each point in the vertical dimension according to
TKE ¼ 1
2
r u02 þ v02 þ w02
 
; ð1Þ
where the density of the fluid r was assumed to be equal to
that of freshwater (1.0 g/cm3), which is a reasonable
Figure 3. Spectrum of vertical velocity from experiment S15. The measurement was made 0.47 cm
above the bed, a region where the highest sediment concentration from any of the experiments was
measured (80.7 g/L). Note the 5/3 slope characteristic of the inertial subrange indicating turbulent flow.
The vertical velocity spectrum was used for measurements of the turbulent dissipation rate to avoid
contamination from the mean wave motions.
Figure 4. A section of velocity time series from experi-
ment F9 at 0.4 cm above the bed inside of the boundary
layer. The thin line shows the complete velocity series (u =
U + u0). The thick line shows the orbital motions (U) after
the turbulent fluctuations (u0) have been removed using a
1.25 Hz cutoff frequency.
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approximation since sediment concentrations of 80 g/L only
increase the fluid density by 5%. The overbars denote a
temporal average.
3.3.2. Reynolds Stress and Turbulent Production
[13] The Reynolds stress t is the measure of turbulent
momentum flux or, equivalently, the shear stress due to
turbulence. In steady 2-D boundary layer flow it is negative
when given by t = ru0w0, where u0 is taken as positive
downstream and w0 is taken as positive upward [Tennekes
and Lumley, 1972]. In an oscillatory boundary layer,
U switches directions every half-wave cycle, such that
quantity u0w0 also oscillates with the phase of the wave.
Therefore, if u0w0 is averaged over all time in a symmetrically
oscillating boundary layer, the result tends toward zero.
[14] It is ideal to calculate a Reynolds stress for each
phase of the wave for an oscillatory boundary layer [Hino
et al., 1983; Jensen et al., 1989]. Unfortunately, we
were unable to make vertical profiles of phase-dependent
Reynolds stresses with the instrumentation available be-
cause we lacked an independent measure of the phase. We
calculated a characteristic Reynolds stress tA on the basis of
a simple phase-averaging technique with only two bins:
0p and p2p. Instead of choosing a fixed positive
x direction we defined the positive x direction at time t as
the direction of the orbital motions U(t) (e.g., Figure 4).
Thus a positive turbulent fluctuation in the x dimension
(u0 > 0) at a specific height above the bed at a specific time
was always a perturbation in the direction that the wave was
moving at that height above the bed and at that time. Since
oscillatory motions were confined to the x dimension, the y
axis and z axis remained fixed. Once u0 was redefined
according to the changing x direction, the product u0w0
was calculated and time averaged over the entire time series.
When multiplied by r, this product yielded a measure of the
phase-averaged Reynolds stress tA. Though variability in t
occurs throughout the wave cycle, tA should serve to
characterize the magnitude of the Reynolds stress for the
entire wave. The phase-averaged production of TKE by
shear was calculated at each point in the vertical by
P ¼ tA dU0
dz
; ð2Þ
where the velocity gradient was obtained using a linear,
centered, finite difference approximation.
3.3.3. Turbulent Dissipation Rate
[15] Within the inertial subrange the longitudinal spec-
trum of turbulent fluctuations S11(k) is a function of the
turbulent dissipation rate e given by [Tennekes and Lumley,
1972]
S11 kð Þ ¼ ae2=3k5=3; ð3Þ
where k denotes wave number and a = 0.5 is the universal
Kolmogorov constant [Sreenivasan, 1995]. In order to
calculate the rate of dissipation from a time series it is
necessary to convert from frequency space to wave number
space. This conversion can be made by Taylor’s hypothesis
of frozen turbulence. Taylor’s hypothesis supposes that
Sii kð Þ ¼ Sii fð Þ= 2p=Ucð Þ; ð4Þ
where f denotes frequency and Uc denotes the mean
velocity of a steady current. In an oscillating boundary
layer it is unclear how to apply equation (4) directly
because of the absence of a steady mean current. Through
an asymptotic analysis, Lumley and Terray [1983] showed
that when the wave orbital velocity is large compared to a
superimposed mean current, the energy spectrum in both
the longitudinal (subscript 1) and vertical (subscript 3)
directions approaches
S11 fð Þ ¼ S33 fð Þ ! 7
9
G
1
3
 
ae2=3U2=3orb 4pfð Þ5=3; ð5Þ
where G denotes the gamma function. Equation (5) has
been used to calculate the turbulent dissipation rate for the
present experiments. Although the original derivation by
Lumley and Terray [1983] was for near-surface wave
orbits, which describe a circle, it has been used in marine
bottom boundary layers where wave motions are hor-
izontal [Gross et al., 1994]. In order to minimize
contamination of the turbulent spectrum from spectral
leakage of the wave spectrum [e.g., see Huntley and
Hazen, 1988] we used the spectra of the vertical
fluctuations (e.g., Figure 3).
4. Review of Stratification Effects
[16] Before presenting data from this study it is useful to
review some previous work on the effects of suspended
sediment on a turbulent boundary layer. It has long been
recognized that suspended sediment can affect the vertical
structure of velocity and turbulence in unidirectional shear
flows [Einstein and Chien, 1955; Vanoni, 1946]. Vertical
mixing is damped, resulting in reduced diffusion of
momentum, steepened near-bed velocity gradients, and a
reduction in the size of the boundary layer [e.g.,Wang et al.,
1998]. Many mechanisms have been proposed as causes for
these observed effects including flocculation [Wang et al.,
1998], viscoelastic effects [Li and Gust, 2000], and
decreased temporal spacing between turbulent bursts
[Best and Leeder, 1993]. While there is debate about
the mechanics of sediment-turbulence interactions, the
observed changes in velocity profiles are often attributed
to sediment-induced stratification [Grant and Madsen,
1986; Winterwerp, 2001].
[17] The effect of stratification can be expressed through
a turbulent energy balance. Assuming horizontal homoge-
neity and a steady state, the local turbulent energy balance
for a stratified fluid can be written as [Turner, 1973]
P þ T ¼ Bþ e; ð6Þ
where T denotes the self-transport of turbulent energy (by
pressure gradient work, velocity fluctuations, and viscous
stresses) and B denotes the production of potential energy
by work against the stable stratification. In turbulent
boundary layers it is often assumed that T is negligible
[Turner, 1973]. For cases with no density stratification,
B = 0, and equation (6) reduces to the commonly used
approximation P = e.
[18] Perhaps the most common term used in describing
stratified flow is a Richardson number [e.g., Fernando,
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1991; Hopfinger, 1987]. One form of the Richardson
number is the flux Richardson number Rif defined for shear
flows as
Rif ¼ B
P
: ð7Þ
Theoretical considerations have shown that a critical value
of Rif should exist (Rifc  0.15), such that if Rif > Rifc,
turbulence will collapse [Turner, 1973].
[19] It is extremely difficult to measure Rif because it
requires simultaneous measurements of density and velocity
with high temporal resolution. More often, the gradient
Richardson number Rig has been used for stratified shear
flows:
Rig ¼  g @r=@zð Þ
r @u=@zð Þ2 ; ð8Þ
where g denotes acceleration due to gravity. Howard [1961]
formulated a stability analysis on a two-dimensional,
unidirectional flow in the presence of stratification. He
found that for Rig < 1/4 the flow would be unstable with
respect to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, which initiates
mixing. Theoretical considerations have also shown that for
Rig > 1/4, mixing is significantly damped because of the
stratification [Miles, 1961].
[20] Several authors have used the concept of a critical
Richardson number in analyzing oceanic currents with large
amounts of suspended sediment. For example, Wolanski
et al. [1992] measured sediment concentrations as high as
6 g/L in tidal currents in the Norbandy estuary, Australia,
and created a model that emphasized sediment-induced
anisotropic turbulence that limited vertical mixing. Kineke
et al. [1996] used a Richardson-based closure model for
suspensions on the tidally dominated Amazon shelf, which
stressed the roles of vertical stratification and hindered
settling. Friedrichs et al. [2000] showed that Rig  1/4 in
the bottom boundary layer of many coastal seas and bays
with an abundant supply of easily suspendible fine sedi-
ment. Many oceanic bottom boundary layer models include
the effects of stable stratification in unidirectional currents,
though it is often neglected in the wave boundary layer
[Glenn and Grant, 1987; Styles and Glenn, 2000].
5. Results
[21] Each experiment had a different wave orbital veloc-
ity and wave period combination (Table 1), which was
dictated by the operational velocity-period combinations
of the experimental apparatus (Lamb and Parsons, submit-
ted manuscript, 2004). The sediment experiments are num-
bered (S1–S15) according to the near-bed concentration of
sediment recorded during each experiment, with experiment
S1 being the least concentrated. For each sediment exper-
iment, there was a corresponding freshwater experiment
with nearly the same wave orbital velocity and wave period
(Table 2) in order to compare the boundary layers in the
absence of sediment. The freshwater experiments are num-
bered (F1–F15) to correspond with their matching sediment
experiment (e.g., F1 had the same wave conditions as S1).
5.1. Sediment Concentration Profiles
[22] As summarized in section 1 and described in detail
by Lamb and Parsons (submitted manuscript, 2004), most
of the sediment experiments (S4–S15) produced a concen-
trated layer of suspended sediment (Figure 5a), which
became visible above the bed a few minutes after a run
commenced (Figure 1) and did not change significantly in
height or concentration for the duration of an experiment
(90 min). In general, experiments with higher wave orbital
velocities had HDS with higher near-bed (Cbed) and depth-
averaged (Cave) sediment concentrations (Figure 6). Experi-
ments S1–S3 did not produce definable lutoclines and had
the lowest values of Uorb (<29 cm/s) and Cbed (<11 g/L).
5.2. Orbital Velocity Profiles
[23] For the freshwater experiments the vertical profiles
of depth-dependent orbital velocity U0 can be divided into
three regions: the boundary layer, the overshoot, and the
free stream (Figure 5b). We define the boundary layer as the
closest portion of the flow to the bed, where dU0/dz > 0.
Above the boundary layer is the overshoot region, where U0
exceeds Uorb and dU0/dz < 0. Above the overshoot region is
the free stream portion of the flow, where U0 ﬃ Uorb and
dU0/dz ﬃ 0. The top of the boundary layer is defined as the
elevation where the velocity gradient goes to zero, which is
also the elevation where the velocity overshoot is at its
maximum. For the freshwater experiments the boundary
layer ranged in thickness from 1.0 to 1.7 cm (Table 2) in
different experiments because of different wave orbital
velocities and wave periods, but the forms of the velocity
profiles were similar: boundary layer, overshoot, and free
stream. The wave boundary layers in our freshwater experi-
ments are consistent in vertical form to observations in
nature [Foster et al., 2000; Trowbridge and Agrawal, 1995],
in the laboratory [Hino et al., 1983; Jensen et al., 1989], and
in theory [Batchelor, 1967; Grant and Madsen, 1986].
Boundary layer heights calculated from the Grant and
Madsen [1979] wave boundary layer model compare favor-
ably with our measured values (Table 2).
[24] The velocity profiles from the sediment experiments
do not exhibit the same vertical structure as the freshwater
experiments (Figure 5b). For the experiments with lower
sediment concentrations (S1–S3), there is some evidence
for the three regions described in the freshwater experi-
ments. However, with increasing sediment concentration,
there is less evidence for a boundary layer and an overshoot
region in the profiles. In fact, for experiments S5–S15,
there was not a single measurement near the bed where U0 <
Uorb.
5.3. Reynolds Stress Profiles
[25] The characteristic Reynolds stress tAwas negative in
the boundary layer for the freshwater experiments, which
was expected as discussed in section 3 (Figure 5c). Since
the sense of shear was opposite in the overshoot region from
that in the boundary layer, it follows that the tAwas positive
in the overshoot region. In the free stream region, tAwent to
zero because the velocity profile had no shear.
[26] Like the velocity profiles, the vertical profiles of
Reynolds stress in the presence of sediment were quite
different from the freshwater profiles (Figure 5c). For the
lower-concentration experiments (S1–S5) the Reynolds
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stress profiles were similar to those from the freshwater
experiments where boundary layer, overshoot, and free
stream regions were distinguished. However, with increas-
ing sediment concentration, there was no boundary layer or
overshoot region in the data. The Reynolds stress profiles
for experiments S11–S15 indicate free stream flow through-
out the measured water column. While the magnitude of tA
increased with increasing orbital velocity for the freshwater
experiments, this trend was not true for the sediment experi-
ments. Instead, the dominant control on tA for the sediment
experiments was an inverse relationship with the concen-
tration of suspended sediment.
Figure 5. Semilog vertical profiles of (a) sediment concentration, (b) depth-dependent maximum orbital
velocity, (c) characteristic Reynolds stress, (d) turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), (e) rate of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy, and (f ) rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy for the odd-numbered
experiments. The thick lines correspond to the freshwater experiments, and the thin lines correspond to
the sediment experiments. The vertical scales are logarithmic in centimeters above the bed. The
horizontal scales are linear. Profiles from the even-numbered experiment are not shown to avoid
redundancy. These even-numbered experiments follow the dominant trends in the profiles shown. The
sediment experiments were numbered in order of increasing sediment concentration, with S15 being the
most concentrated. The freshwater experiments were numbered to correspond with the sediment
experiments that had nearly the same wave conditions (e.g., F1 corresponds to S1). Each sediment profile
had vertical error on the order of the average ripple height given in Table 1. Note that the origins of the
x axis for the plots of production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy are 5 and 2, respectively,
not zero.
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[27] The near-bed values of tA for the freshwater experi-
ments correlate well with predictions of bed stress from
wave boundary layer models [Grant and Madsen, 1979;
Swart, 1974] (Table 2). This lends support for our use of a
phase-averaged Reynolds stress. While the magnitude of
our near-bed tA was less than predicted from the models,
our near-bed measurements were >3 mm above the bed,
which was >30% of the boundary layer thickness,
placing them well outside of the constant stress layer
where such a comparison is applicable [Tennekes and
Lumley, 1972].
[28] The vertical structure of Reynolds stress in the
wave boundary layer has an important implication in
defining the top of the boundary layer from laboratory
or field data. From the velocity profile it is difficult to
identify the top of the wave boundary layer because this
value must be extrapolated between data points without
knowing the vertical structure. An alternative method is
to recognize that the top of the wave boundary layer is
the location where the velocity overshoot reaches its
maximum, such that tA = 0. Identifying the zero crossing
in the Reynolds stress profile provides a simple estimate
of the boundary layer thickness dbl, which was done for
our experiments using a linear interpolation between data
points (Tables 1 and 2).
5.4. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Profiles
[29] Both the sediment and the freshwater experiments
had similar vertical profiles of TKE (Figure 5d). TKE was
small in the upper water column and increased near the bed.
There was a slight level of background TKE in all of the
experiments evidenced by the constant values of TKE in the
free stream region. This was likely generated in the end
tanks and advected or diffused horizontally into the test
section. Although we intentionally tried to minimize back-
ground TKE with the experimental design (Figure 2), we
expect that small levels of background turbulence should
not pose an analog problem with nature because back-
ground turbulence is common in marine environments
(see discussion by Lamb and Parsons (submitted manu-
script, 2004)). For both the freshwater and the sediment
experiments, TKE was not confined to the boundary layer,
as is often assumed. For the freshwater experiments the flow
had enhanced levels of TKE (above background levels) to
elevations 5 cm above the bed, significantly higher than
the top of the boundary layer (Table 2). The sediment
experiments also had enhanced levels of TKE at elevations
5 cm above the bed, even when no boundary layer was
detected (e.g., S11 in Figure 5d).
[30] For the freshwater experiments the magnitude of
TKE increased with increasing orbital velocity, while for
the sediment experiments this trend was not clear
(Figure 7). There was no clear damping of TKE in
the sediment experiments when compared to their
corresponding freshwater experiments. In general, all of
the sediment experiments had approximately equal levels
of TKE despite differences in orbital velocity and
sediment concentration, although there was significant
scatter. Note that in the absence of suspended sediment
the TKE for the sediment experiments would likely have
been higher than the freshwater experiments because of
increased drag due to ripples on the bed. This can be
seen by comparing the sediment experiments with the
lowest orbital velocity (and lowest suspended sediment
concentration (Figure 6)) with their corresponding fresh-
water experiments (Figure 7).
5.5. Production and Dissipation Profiles
[31] The vertical profiles of turbulent dissipation rate e
roughly followed the form of the vertical profiles of TKE
for both the sediment and the freshwater experiments, since
regions that had turbulent energy should also be regions
where turbulent energy was dissipating (Figure 5e). Like
TKE, the profiles of e show evidence that there was
Figure 7. Depth-integrated turbulent kinetic energy versus
orbital velocity (Uorb) for all of the experiments. The
background TKE, assumed to be the vertical average of the
free stream TKE (z > 10 cm), was depth integrated and
subtracted from the values shown.
Figure 6. Near-bed sediment concentration (Cbed) and
depth-averaged sediment concentration within the HDS
(Cave) versus orbital velocity (Uorb) for all of the sediment
experiments.
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enhanced turbulence above the wave boundary layer in both
the sediment and the freshwater experiments. For the
freshwater experiments, e increased with increasing orbital
velocity, while the sediment experiments did not follow this
trend (Figure 8).
[32] The profiles of turbulent energy production P were
significantly different from e and TKE for the freshwater
experiments (Figure 5f ). Turbulent production was greatest
in the boundary layer region because this was a region with
both significant velocity gradients and Reynolds stresses
(equation (2)). For the freshwater experiments, P was high
very near the bed in the boundary layer and decreased
sharply to a value near zero slightly below the top of the
boundary layer. As a result, P did not equal e; P dominated
over e in the lower part of the boundary layer, while e
dominated over P in the upper portion of the boundary layer
and in the upper water column.
[33] For the sediment experiments the profiles of P were
much different from the freshwater experiments (Figure 5f ).
For the lower-concentration experiments, there was some P
near the bed (S1–S3). However, with increasing sediment
concentration, P rapidly went to zero. This led to a large
discrepancy between P and e; that is, P 6¼ e. The vertically
integrated values of P for the sediment experiments were
reduced significantly from their freshwater counterparts
as orbital velocity and sediment concentration increased
(Figure 9).
6. Discussion
6.1. Problems With ADV
[34] All of the ADV data obtained in these experiments
had signal-to-noise ratios (>50 dB) and correlations (>90%)
within the limits of accurate data according to the manufac-
turer (SonTek, personal communication, 2003). However,
it might be possible that miscalculations within the ADV
software caused the observed boundary layer changes
because the ADV was not designed for measurements in
such highly concentrated suspensions. For example, the
upper section of the sampling volume might be favored
over the lower section because the sediment in suspension
would give abundant acoustic reflectors for the upper part
while scattering and dissipating the returns from the lower
part. However, this does not appear to be the case because
Gratiot et al. [2000] showed that the ADV was not signif-
icantly affected by concentrations as high as 100 g/L.
Therefore, while the sediment did not allow the ADV to
detect the boundary, we will assume that the ADV still gave
accurate velocity measurements in the HDS.
6.2. Boundary Layer Reduction
[35] It is clear from the data that the boundary layer
was not observed for experiments with high near-bed
sediment concentrations (>20 g/L) as shown in the verti-
cal profiles of velocity, Reynolds stress, and turbulent
production. We suspect that sediment-induced stratifica-
tion resulted in less efficient mixing of momentum near
the bed and therefore a reduction in the size of the
boundary layer. This hypothesis is partially supported by
the reduced boundary layer size with increasing sediment
concentration for the lower-concentration sediment experi-
ments (S1–S6), although there is significant scatter
(Table 1). For the sediment experiments with no observed
boundary layer (S7–S15) the boundary layer must have
been reduced to a size <3 mm (Table 1). Measuring
velocities within 3 mm of the bed is beyond the capabil-
ities of the ADV. The boundary layers were reduced in
size substantially because all of the freshwater experi-
ments with the same wave conditions had boundary layers
>1 cm (Table 2). It is important to note that under
nonstratified conditions the boundary layers in the sedi-
ment experiments likely would have been larger than the
Figure 9. Depth-integrated turbulent production rate
versus orbital velocity (Uorb) for all of the experiments.
The background P, assumed to be the vertical average of the
free stream P (z > 10 cm), was depth integrated and
subtracted from the values shown.
Figure 8. Depth-integrated turbulent dissipation rate
versus orbital velocity (Uorb) for all of the experiments.
The background e, assumed to be the vertical average of
the free stream e (z > 10 cm), was depth integrated and
subtracted from the values shown.
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freshwater experiments because of the roughness imposed
by ripples on the bed.
[36] Our finding of boundary layer reduction is signifi-
cant because, as described in section 1, while an increase in
near-bed velocity gradients and/or boundary layer reduction
has been recognized in steady unidirectional flows, to our
knowledge it has not been observed previously in wave
boundary layers. Furthermore, stratification effects are often
neglected in wave boundary layer models, even when they
are accounted for in unidirectional boundary layer models
[Glenn and Grant, 1987; Styles and Glenn, 2000]. In
addition, boundary layer reduction of this magnitude (ap-
proximately an order of magnitude) has not been observed
in unidirectional flows. This might be due to the fact that
steady currents have sufficient time to develop boundary
layers, even in the presence of stratification. Reduced
momentum transfer not only reduces the size of a boundary
layer but also likely increases the time needed to develop a
boundary layer. The boundary layers in our experiments
only had (1/2)Tw (i.e., 1.5–4 s) to develop, making
boundary layer reduction significant.
6.3. Turbulence in High-Density Suspensions
[37] Despite the high sediment concentrations and re-
duced thickness of the wave boundary layer the water
column within and significantly above the dbl was turbu-
lent. It is often assumed that significant turbulent energy
is only available within the boundary layer region since it
is the region of production of TKE by shear and that
high concentrations of sediment will significantly damp
turbulence. Our profiles of TKE and e clearly show that
the water column had enhanced levels of turbulence
(above background values) within the HDS and at ele-
vations much greater than dbl (Figure 5). In addition,
velocity power spectrums exhibited a 5/3 dependence
on frequency, which is characteristic of the inertial sub-
range for turbulent flow [Tennekes and Lumley, 1972].
The 5/3 slope was prevalent in all of the data taken
inside HDS, even for experiment S15 at 0.47 cm above
the bed (Figure 3), which was the region of highest
measured sediment concentration (80.7 g/L) in all of
our experiments. This turbulence supported HDS of silt-
sized particles to elevations significantly above the top of
the boundary layer (Table 1).
6.4. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget
[38] Since the HDS were turbulent but no local produc-
tion of turbulence was observed at high sediment concen-
trations (Figure 5e), the turbulent energy that we measured
in the water column must have been transported into
the region where the sediment was suspended. Consider
the importance of the transport of turbulent energy for the
freshwater experiments. For flows with no stratification
(B = 0) the turbulent energy balance shown in equation
(6) reduces to
P þ T ¼ e: ð9Þ
If turbulent transport is neglected, equation (9) reduces to
the familiar expression P = e. As shown in the profiles for
the freshwater experiments, this was clearly not the case
(Figure 5). Dissipation was consistently greater than
production in the overshoot region and in the top portion
of the boundary layer. However, near the bed, production
dominated over dissipation. Thus T is likely to be of first-
order importance for wave boundary layers.
[39] Unfortunately, we were not able to measure T directly
in our experiments because of our instrumentation. How-
ever, by recognizing that T integrated over the domain is
equal to zero we constructed a depth-integrated turbulent
energy balance for the sediment experiments. Integrating
equation (9) over our measurement domain yields
Z50cm
0:3cm
Pdz ¼
Z50cm
0:3cm
edz: ð10Þ
As shown in Figure 10, equation (10) was reasonably
satisfied for the freshwater experiments.
[40] We now construct the same energy balance for the
sediment experiments, but this time we must include B.
Unfortunately, we also were not able to measure B directly
because B involves fluctuating quantities of both velocity
and sediment concentration. In quasi-steady suspensions,
such as in these experiments, it is common to equate the
buoyancy flux B with a settling flux [e.g., Huppert et al.,
1995; Winterwerp, 2001]:
B  Rgw0c0 ¼ Rgwsc; ð11Þ
where c denotes the dimensionless volumetric sediment
concentration, c0 denotes the temporal fluctuating compo-
nent of c, and R denotes the relative excess density of the
sediment (R = (rs  rw)/rw, where rs denotes the density of
Figure 10. Depth-integrated rates of turbulent production
divided by turbulent dissipation plus buoyancy production
versus orbital velocity (Uorb) for all of the sediment and
freshwater experiments. B = 0 for the freshwater experi-
ments. For the sediment experiments with B > 0, B was
estimated from equation (11). The sediment experiments
are also shown with B = 0 to demonstrate that the
inequality shown for the sediment experiments was not a
result of B.
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sediment and rw denotes the density of water), which
was 1.65 for our experiments. The settling velocity ws
was calculated using Stokes’ law and D50. Integrating
equation (6) and assuming that
R50cm
0:3cm
Tdz ¼ 0 yields
Z50cm
0:3cm
Pdz ¼
Z50cm
0:3cm
edzþ
Z50cm
0:3cm
Bdz: ð12Þ
For our sediment experiments this equality was not satisfied
(Figure 10), especially at high sediment concentrations
(Figure 6). Setting B = 0 in equation (12) reveals that the
inequality was not due to an overestimate of the buoyancy
term (Figure 10). As long as B was nonnegative, which
was almost certainly true because of the stable stratification,
the inequality in the sediment experiments implies
that
R50cm
3mm
Tdz 6¼ 0. The vertical integration neglected the
lower 3 mm of the water column, which was a region that
encompassed a significant portion of the boundary layer or
the entire boundary layer at high sediment concentrations.
Since the boundary layer was likely a region where
P dominated over e (on the basis of the freshwater
experiments (Figure 5)), this integration neglected a
significant portion of the TKE budget. The strong deviation
of P/e to a value much less than unity indicates that
increasing amounts of turbulent energy production were
occurring within 3 mm of the bed with increasing sediment
concentration, which is consistent with the boundary layer
reduction hypothesis.
[41] While we were not able to measure T independently,
we did calculate it using equation (6) for the sediment
experiments and equation (9) for the freshwater experiments
(Figure 11). For the freshwater experiments the negative
values of T near the bed indicate that turbulent energy was
being transported out of this region. These negative values
of Twere compensated by energy being transported into the
system above, such that energy was conserved. Note that
the magnitude of T was of the same order as e, making it of
first-order importance. The sediment experiments were
much different. The rates of energy transport into the upper
fluid region were even greater than in the freshwater experi-
ments. However, there were no calculated negative values
of T to compensate for this energy sink. This transported
energy must have been produced in the very thin region
near the bed that we were unable to measure in order to
conserve energy.
6.5. Richardson Number
[42] As discussed in section 4, the degree of turbulence
reduction is often assessed through the use of a Richardson
number. Both a flux Richardson number Rif and a gradient
Richardson number Rig (as defined in equations (7) and (8),
respectively) were calculated at each point in the vertical
dimension for each sediment experiment (Figure 12). The
concentration and velocity gradients were calculated using a
centered linear finite difference approximation. None of the
experiments show Rig or Rif maintaining a critical or
constant value in the vertical direction. In fact, except for
a few points, all values of Rig and Rif are significantly
greater than their assumed critical values of 1/4.
[43] These values of Rig and Rif do not make sense
because our observations and measurements indicated that
the HDS were turbulent and sediment was held in suspen-
sion. For Rig  Rigc or Rif  Rifc, turbulence should be
completely damped [Turner, 1973], which would result in
sediment settling. A value near 1/4 is expected for our
experiments with HDS because they appeared to be held in
a quasi-steady state through a feedback between suspended
sediment and turbulence (Lamb and Parsons, submitted
manuscript, 2004).
Figure 11. Vertical profile of the rate of transport of TKE
(T) for all of the experiments, calculated from equations (6)
and (9) for the freshwater and sediment experiments,
respectively. Negative values of T indicate that energy
was transported out of the region. Positive values of T
indicate that energy was transported into the region.
Figure 12. Vertical profile of the gradient Richardson
number Rig, the flux Richardson number Rif for shear flows,
and a flux Richardson number that includes T for shear-free
flows RiT. All of the sediment experiments were combined,
and the vertical scale was normalized by the height of the
HDS from each experiment H.
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[44] The discrepancy between the calculated and assumed
critical values of Rig and Rif likely arose because the
formulations used for Rig and Rif are applicable for stratified
shear flows where turbulence is locally produced by the
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. We hypothesize that in some
ways the HDS in our experiments behaved as shear-free
flows. The source of the turbulence supporting the suspen-
sion was not local production but transported turbulence.
The importance of T has been widely recognized in shear-
free experiments where turbulence was generated from
oscillating grids and transported or diffused into the region
of interest [Turner, 1973]. When formulating a flux
Richardson number for shear-free flows, T must be included
as a source of turbulent energy [Fernando, 1991; Hopfinger,
1987]:
RiT ¼ B
P þ T : ð13Þ
As shown in Figure 12, the values of RiT are more
reasonable. Note that for our experiments, RiT was
necessarily held to a value between zero and unity because
we did not independently measure T.
6.6. Model Summary
[45] To summarize, in sediment-free wave boundary
layers, T was shown to be of first-order importance. More
energy was produced than dissipated in most of the lower
boundary layer (Figure 13). In the upper portion of the
boundary layer and above the boundary layer, more energy
was dissipated than was produced. The transport of energy
allowed the water column to have enhanced turbulence at
elevations 2–4 times greater than the boundary layer
thickness.
[46] For sediment-stratified wave boundary layers, inef-
ficient momentum transfer caused by sediment-induced
stratification substantially reduced the size of the boundary
layer (Figure 13). For experiments with near-bed concen-
trations greater than 20 g/L the boundary layer was
reduced to <3 mm. However, the water column above the
boundary layer remained approximately as turbulent as in
the freshwater experiments. In many cases the rates of
turbulent energy being transported into the upper water
column were as great as or greater than the rates calculated
at the same elevations for the freshwater experiments
(Figure 11). If the sediment experiments were producing
approximately as much turbulent energy as the freshwater
experiments, the production rates must have been large in
the thin region near the bed (Figure 13). This seems
plausible because the near-bed velocity gradients for the
sediment experiments were likely much larger than the
freshwater experiments. Thus stratification did not damp
the turbulence in the bulk of the flow; rather, stratification
changed the distribution of P and e in the water column.
[47] The mechanism that transported the turbulent energy
into the HDS remains unclear. This energy was transported
along with suspended sediment from the near-bed region
higher in the water column in a manner that prevented
significant mixing of momentum and thickening of the
boundary layer. One mechanism for transferring this energy
might have been large but infrequent ejections. We visually
observed vigorous ejections transporting sediment-rich fluid
from the bed in to the upper portions of the HDS. These
ejections were often coincident with the lee side of ripples.
However, ripples were not a necessary condition for forma-
tion of HDS because experiment S11 produced a plane
rather than a rippled bed. Baas and Best [2002] also noted
an increase in the magnitude and a decrease in the temporal
spacing of ejections in experiments on sediment-laden
unidirectional currents when the concentration exceeded
50 g/L. It is important to reaffirm that the mechanism
that transported the turbulent energy might not have been
related to the suspended sediment or the ripples since Twas
also of first-order importance in the freshwater experiments.
6.7. Temporal Variability
[48] In our analysis we have purposely neglected time-
dependent terms in the turbulent energy balance
(equation (6)). Since our measurements were averaged over
many wave periods and the wave forcing and suspended
sediment concentration remained quasi-steady for the dura-
tion of an experiment, these time-dependent terms are likely
not important for our calculations. However, our visual
observations indicated that fluctuations in the turbulent
structure and fluctuations in sediment concentration (e.g.,
from ejections) were common within a single wave period.
For these processes the time-dependent energy terms would
play a crucial role. For example, numerical models on
stratified unidirectional flows have documented a collapse
Figure 13. Idealized schematic of a wave boundary layer
and its associated transport of turbulent energy T with and
without sediment stratification. For the sediment-free case
the boundary layer is on the order of centimeters thick.
There is an excess of turbulent energy production compared
to dissipation in most of the lower boundary layer. The
upper portion of the boundary layer and the water column
above the boundary layer possessed an excess of dissipation
of TKE. T allows the flow to be turbulent well above the
boundary layer. For the sediment case the boundary layer is
only a few millimeters thick because of inefficient mixing of
momentum caused by sediment-induced stratification.
However, the water column is not less turbulent. Increased
near-bed velocity gradients create a region of intense
turbulent production very near the bed, and this energy is
transported into the upper water column where it supports
suspensions much thicker than the wave boundary layer in
the absence of local shear.
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of turbulence when either the turbulence or the concentra-
tion is perturbed [Winterwerp, 2001]. On intrawave time-
scales in our experiments the level of turbulence was
constantly being perturbed because of the oscillatory wave
forcing. Such a collapse might explain the lutoclines in
these experiments. In addition, particle-turbulence interac-
tions have been shown to lead to a gravitational collapse of
patches of fluid and sediment [McCool and Parsons, 2004],
which is consistent with our visual observations of the
formation and destruction of concentrated sediment-fluid
plumes inside HDS on these timescales (note the patchiness
of sediment in Figure 1) (Lamb and Parsons, submitted
manuscript, 2004).
7. Conclusions
[49] We report on a series of laboratory experiments of
turbulent wave boundary layers over a predominantly silt-
sized sediment bed. Detailed data on the vertical structure of
turbulence and velocity show that suspended sediment
greatly reduced the size of the wave boundary layer,
oftentimes to <3 mm. However, turbulence was not con-
fined to the wave boundary layer but was transported much
higher into the water column. There it was able to support
large concentrations of sediment as high as 8 cm above the
bed. Boundary layer reduction and the transport of TKE
must be taken into account when formulating Richardson-
type models for HDS, or orders of magnitude errors could
occur.
Notation
B rate of production of buoyant energy.
c volumetric concentration.
Cave depth-averaged concentration within a high-density
suspension.
Cbed concentration from sample taken nearest the bed.
D50 grain diameter which 50% of the mass distribution
is finer than.
D50 depth-averaged D50 within a high-density suspen-
sion.
dbl measured boundary layer thickness.
dgm calculated boundary layer thickness from Grant
and Madsen [1979].
e rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy.
HDS high-density suspension.
H height of HDS.
h ripple height.
P rate of production of turbulent kinetic energy.
R relative excess density of the sediment (1.65).
Rig gradient Richardson number.
Rigc critical gradient Richardson number.
Rif flux Richardson number.
Rifc critical flux Richardson number.
RiT flux Richardson number including T.
T self-transport of turbulent kinetic energy.
Tw wave period.
TKE turbulent kinetic energy.
tA characteristic Reynolds stress.
U0 maximum depth-dependent orbital velocity.
Uorb maximum orbital velocity.
u streamwise velocity including mean motions and
turbulent fluctuations.
u0 fluctuating component of streamwise velocity.
u* near-bed shear velocity calculated from tA closest
to the bed.
u*gm bed shear velocity calculated from Grant and
Madsen [1979].
ws setting velocity of sediment using Stokes’ law and
D50.
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